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Virtual environments for software visualization may enable complex programs to be created and

maintained. A typical application might be for control of regional electric power systems. As these

encompass broader computer networks than ever, construction of such systems becomes very diffi-
cult. Conventional text-oriented environments are useful in programming individual processors.

However, they are obviously insufficient to program a large and complicated system, that includes

large numbers of computers connected to each other; such programming is called "programming in

the large."

As a solution for this problem, the authors are developing a graphic programming environment

wherein one can visualize complicated software in virtual 3D world. One of the major features of the

environment is the 3D representation of concurrent process. 3D representation is used to supply both

network-wide interprocess programming capability (capability for "programming in the large") and

real-time programming capability. The authors' idea is to fuse both the block diagram (which is use-

ful to check relationship among large number of processes or processors) and the time chart (which

is useful to check precise timing for synchronization) into a single 3D space. The 3D representation

gives us a capability for direct and intuitive planning or understanding of complicated relationship

among many concurrent processes.

To realize the 3D representation, a technology to enable easy handling of virtual 3D object is a

definite necessity. Using a stereo display system and a gesture input device (VPL DataGlove), our

prototype of the virtual workstation has been implemented. The workstation can supply the
"sensation" of the virtual 3D space to a programmer. Software for the 3D programming environment

is implemented on the workstation. According to preliminary assessments, a 50% reduction of pro-

gramming effort is achieved by using the virtual 3D environment. The authors expect that the 3D

environment has considerable potential in the field of software engineering.

PROGRAMMING IN THE LARGE

The authors are involved in the design project for future power supply system in Tokyo. The goal

of the project is to have the entire power distributing system controlled automatically by a vast com-

puter networking system. In order to realize that goal, we need to find ways to solve the problems

which arise in developing such a large and complicated software scheme.

Two basic types of problems associated with the different levels of the networking environment

can be considered. One type of question might be: "How do I program each computer?" (This is

called programming in the small). Another mights be: "How do I coordinate many computers?."

(This is called programming in the large.)
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Sincetheprogrammingenvironmentitself is built on "algorithmic"or "logical" characteristics,it
is convenientto usetext representation.With text,wecaneliminatemuchambiguity.However,text
alonebecomeslimitingly insufficient in thecaseof "programmingin the large"wherethemost
importantfactorin thefield concernstotalconfigurationdesignratherthandetailedlogic design.
Thusamoreglobalmethodologyisneededto correctfor faults in theoverall systemdesign,even
thougheachindividualsubsystemmaybecorrectlydesigned.

In "programmingin the large,"theauthorsbelievethatvisualrepresentationsplay animportant
role in theintuitive understandingof softwareandacombinationof textandvisualenvironments
will providethebestsolution.

CONCEPT OF 3D VISUAL REPRESENTATION

Often, a network diagram is given as a 2D representation, known as block diagram. However, if

the description of a real-time control program is required, such as in the synchronization of several

control processes, the time dimension should also be taken into consideration.

Fig. 1 shows the concept of the 3D visual representation. If we observe the representation along

the X axis, it will be a conventional block diagram. The axis normal to the X axis is a time chart.

Using this 3D representation, the programmer can intuitively grasp the state of concurrent process.

In the 3D visual representation, the geometrical shape used to represent program flow of succes-

sive message passing is also important. The shape itseff indicates the type of information exchange.

Sometimes the programmer can handle the software entirely based on its shape. The greater the

number of processes, the greater the advantages of 3D representation, presumably due to characteris-

tics of the human cognitive processes.

IMPLEMENTATION

Several years ago, such an idea was unrealizable due to the limitations of computer capabilities.

To implement 3D representations, we need a new technology able to incorporates real-time 3D ani-

mation, stereo displays, 3D input devices, and other aspects of the virtual 3D work-space. To gener-

ate a 3D image, the authors used Stereographics CrystalEyes System, (a flickerless 3D CRT by high

speed LC (120 Hz Liquid Crystal) shutter). By adding a head movement detector (Polhemus 3D

tracker) to that system, a partial "look-around" effect can be implemented. As a gestural input

device, VPL DataGlove is used.

Fig. 2 shows the current hardware configuration of the virtual 3D workstation. The system
includes two sub-workstations. One of them (an HP9000 SRX) is used for generating the virtual 3D

image and handling I/O devices. Another ( a Sun 3) is used for text handling. In other words, the first

one is for "programming in the large," and the second is for "programming in the small."

Figure 3 shows an example of the visual programming environment. The message flow between

processes is displayed in virtual 3D space. One small box represents a computing object (sometimes

it can be a process, sometimes it can be a processor).
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Semi-tranparentbox representsa carrier of computing objects (it can be a stand-alone computer

box).

Using a virtual hand which works as 3D pointer and a kind of "action menu" which detects ges-

tures, programmer can handle virtual objects (such as "objects" and "messages") in the virtual 3D

world. Currently, the environment has two modes, called "world mode" and "succession mode."

World mode is mainly for observing whole shapes of the software. Succession mode is used for edit-

ing messages passing among objects. The configuration is still preliminary. Further investigation is

needed concerning the design of object handling in 3D virtual space.

Tools included in the environment are as follows:

1. Virtual Measure/Ruler: Tool to measure the exact relationship among virtual objects.

2. Critical Path Finder: Too1 to fred and display the critical path which determines the total

network throughput for a given network task.

3. Network Simulator:. Too1 to simulate message passing and data processing on each computer.

4. Network Planner: Tool to update information about the network configuration. This tool

works with Network Simulator.

ASSESSMENTS AND CONCLUSION

As a preliminary assessment of the 3D environment, several multiprocessor programming tasks

were assigned to subjects. The target system is supposed to be 3-4 networked personal computers.

Completion time with and without the environment was measured. Roughly speaking, completion

time with the 3D environment was shorter than that of the conventional methodology. In addition,

using 3D lowers the variance, indicating that the environment reduces error.

The authors believe that the concept of 3D visual representations has proven to be effective even

in the simple environment already implemented. A far greater impact can be expected in a more

sophisticated environment as the most case of software environment. For example, SmaUtalk80 is

highly valued for its concept of "object oriented" programming, but its environment is valued much

more than the concept itself. The authors consider this kind of practical effort is indispensable. From

a practical point of view, however, much effort is needed to prepare and accumulate effective tools

for this new environment.
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Figure 1. Concept of 3D visual representation.
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Figure 2. Hardware configuration of the virtual 3D workstation.
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Figure 3. Example of visual 3D programming environment.
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